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SUMO                                       is a traditional combat sport originating in ancient
Japan. The rules are simple: force your opponent out of the ring or force
them to touch the ground with anything other than the soles of their
feet. Professional Japanese tournaments are held 6 times a year. The 2-
week long tournaments take place every odd-numbered month, with
each wrestler fighting once per day and the wrestler with the best
record wins.

AMA-ZUMO                                                                       short for Amateur Sumo, is
practiced in gyms, parks, and backyards around the world. In the US,
tournaments are held throughout the year all across the country. Sumo
is a sport for everyone, and no matter who or where you are, we can
help connect you with someone who wants to share it with you. 
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2023 NATIONALS HOSTED BY

2022 NATIONAL
CHAMPIONS

 
MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT
1st: Joe Ponsetto - YSD

2nd: Joshua Crook - YSD
3rd: Justin Kizzart - DCS

WOMEN'S MIDDLEWEIGHT
1st: Jenni Crook - YSD

2nd: Helen Delpopolo - IND
3rd: Liesel Rickhoff - DCS
MEN'S MIDDLEWEIGHT
1st: Jordan Karst - IND

2nd: Murat Molodgalli - IND
3rd: Ryan White - IND
MEN'S LIGHT HEAVY

1st: Cornelius Booker - IWS
2nd: James Doyle - YSD
3rd: Daniel Avila - YSD

WOMEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT
1st: Kellyann Ball - YSD

2nd: Yaleidy Galindo - YSD
3rd: Natalie Burns - IND
MEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT
1st: Jose Galindo - YSD

2nd: Angel Delatorre - YSD
3rd: Robert McKonkie - SCS

WOMEN'S OPENWEIGHT
1st: Yaleidy Galindo - YSD
2nd: Kellyann Ball - YSD
3rd: Jenni Crook - YSD
MEN'S OPENWEIGHT
1st: Jose Galindo - YSD

2nd: Robert McKonkie - SCS
3rd: Cornelius Booker - IWS

2023 NATIONALS PREVIEW
MARCH 11, 2023
@ ORLANDO INDOOR SOCCER
11435 ROCKET BLVD #104
ORLANDO, FL 32824
STREAMING LIVE ON THE
GRAND SUMO BREAKDOWN
YOUTUBE CHANNEL
smoothcomp.com/en/event/10056

Nationals is just around the corner! Join our hosts
Iron Wave Sumo in Orlando Florida to fight for the
title of National Champion and qualify for inter-
national sumo events this fall! All info and
registration can be found on Smoothcomp.com.
Just use the address posted to the left or search
for sumo nationals on the Smoothcomp website.
You must be a  member of the United States Sumo
Federation in order to compete.

Please note that this year's event will count as
both Nationals AND the North American Champ-
ionship. This means that winners will qualify to
represent the United States in Tokyo, Japan for the
World Championships AND the World Combat
Games in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Both international
events will take place this October, more info on
both coming soon.

Because this event will qualify US wrestlers for both the World Championships and the World Combat Games,
the middleweight and light heavyweight brackets will be run slightly differently this year. The World
Championships recognize all four international weight classes (light, middle, light heavy, and heavyweight), but
the World Combat Games only recognize three (light, middle, and heavyweight, though middleweight here is
actually equivalent to international light heavyweight. Confusing, we know). Because of this, our US National
event will need to run an extra bracket. All wrestlers in the middle and light heavyweight divisions (men from
85-115kg and women from 65-80kg) are invited to participate in an additional bracket after the other weight
classes to qualify for the World Combat Games middleweight division.

In addition to the senior divisions, there will also officially be youth divisions at this year's event! Men's youth
weight classes are < 80kg, < 100kg, and 100kg+ and women's divisions are < 60kg, < 73kg, and 73kg+. First place in
each will qualify for the divisions at the World Championships in Tokyo!

Class
Lightweight
Middleweight
Light Heavy
Heavyweight
Openweight
WCG Middle

< 85kg
< 100kg
< 115kg
115kg+
Open
<115kg

< 187lb
< 220lb
< 253lb
253lb+
Open

<220lb

Men
< 65kg
< 73kg
< 80kg
80kg+
Open
<80kg

< 143lb
< 160lb
< 176lb
176lb+
Open
<176lb

Women Winner qualifies for
WC & WCG

WC
WC

WC & WCG
WC

WCG

The 2022 National Tournament was held April 23rd 2022 in Salt Lake City as part of the FitCon
convention. A recap of the event can be found in the June 2022 edition of American Sumo and full
event video can be found on both the United States Sumo Federation and Grand Sumo Breakdown
YouTube Channels.

Photos by Shane Auguson      capturingtheaction



MIGHTY EAGLE
TEAM TOURNAMENT

FEBRUARY 11, 2023

Photos via Mighty Eagle & Iron Mountain Sumo

Amateur sumo in 2023 kicked off with a bang at the second installment of the Mighty Eagle
Team Tournament in San Antonio, Texas. Mighty Eagle Sumo played host to the event, drawing
wrestlers from all four major Texas clubs as well as Colorado, Tennessee, New Jersey, and Florida
to get in the dohyo for the first competition of the year. The rules for team competition are
simple: the members of your team face off against the members of the opposing team in a
series of sumo bouts, and the team that wins more bouts, wins the match.

The men's division featured 24 wrestlers—eight teams of three. They competed in a round robin
where the teams each faced off against the other seven teams, with their first wrestler fighting
the first wrestler of the other team, their second facing their second, and thirds facing thirds.
Dallas Sumo fielded three full teams on their own, Dark Circle fielded two, and there was one
each from Shogeki, Mighty Eagle, and Iron Wave. After a whopping 84 matches, the visiting
team from Iron Wave Sumo took the gold, losing only a single bout.

There were two teams of four in the women's division, one each from Dark Circle and Dallas
Sumo.  To make up for the smaller field, this bracket was run as a full round robin; each wrestler
fought all four of the wrestlers on the other team. Dark Circle's team held the advantage in total
experience, but when the smoke cleared, Dallas came out on top with an impressive 13-3 record.

Six youth wrestlers competed in another 2-team showdown. Mighty Eagle has been putting a lot
of work into growing youth sumo and it showed at the METT, with four of the six competitors
representing the team form from San Antonio. The winners were Team Trifecta, featuring
wrestlers from Mighty Eagle, Shogeki, and Iron Mountain Sumo.

After the team event concluded, the openweight divisions gave the competitors a chance to
prove themselves solo. 19 of the men decided they weren't done for the day and participated in
a double elimination bracket. This division saw two of the best light heavyweights in the country
face off three separate times, with 2022 Texas State Champ Jared Tadlock taking one win, but
2022 National Champ Cornelius Booker taking the other two matches and the gold medal.

The 7-woman openweight division was another round robin, and another showcase for the new
wrestlers from Dallas. Natelie Jones ended the day without a single loss and took home two
gold medals from the event. Until September of last year, Dallas Sumo had no women in comp-
etition, but now only five months later they are becoming a powerhouse.

The youth openweight division featured Ben of Iron Mountain and Vinnie of Mighty Eagle facing
off in a best-of-three. The two were teammates earlier in the day, but jumped at the chance for a
bit more sumo. Ben managed to win the three matches and add another gold to his growing
trophy case of youth awards.

FULL EVENT VIDEO ON THE LONESTAR SUMO YOUTUBE PAGE

RESULTS

1st: IRON TRIDENT
Cornelius Booker - IWS

Ryan White - IND
Kyle Ferriter - IWC

MEN'S TEAM

2nd: DARK CIRCLE #1
Justin Kizzart - DCS
Sam Kempka - DCS
Steve Smith - DCS

3rd: DALLAS PURPLE
Jared Tadlock - DAL

Corey Morrison - DAL
Sean Byrd - DAL

1st: DALLAS SUMO
Etan Perez - DAL

Natelie Jones - DAL
Catelin Jones - DAL

Erin Sheppard - DAL

WOMEN'S TEAM

2nd: DARK CIRCLE
Liesel Rickhoff - DCS
Este Webster - DCS

Eri Midorikawa - DCS
 Alliciyia George - DCS

1st: TRIFECTA
Vinnie High - MES
Ben Shutko - IMS

Logan Metoyer - SHO

YOUTH TEAM

2nd: MIGHTY EAGLE
Gabriel Salazar - MES

Criss Salazar - MES
Perry Pecing - MES

1st: Cornelius Booker - IWS
2nd: Jared Tadlock - DAL

3rd: Sean Byrd - DAL

MEN'S OPEN

1st: Natelie Jones - DAL
2nd: Etan Perez - DAL

3rd: Este Webster - DCS

WOMEN'S OPEN

1st: Ben Shutko - IMS
2nd: Vinnie High - MES

YOUTH OPEN
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SOCAL OPEN
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FULL EVENT VIDEO ON THE MAXIMUM EFFORT STUDIOS YOUTUBE CHANNEL

FEBRUARY 25, 2023
RESULTS

1st: Joe Ponsetto - YSD
2nd: Justin Kizzart - DCS

3rd: Edobor Konyeha - RAI

MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT

1st: Edobor Konyeha - RAI
2nd: Mengkin Ragan - HON

3rd: Josh Crook - YSD

MEN'S MIDDLEWEIGHT

1st: Patrick Chavis - OCS
2nd: Brian Nero - HON
3rd: Danny Avila - YSD

MEN'S LIGHT HEAVY

1st: Gilberto Delatorre - YSD
2nd: Kyle Ferriter - IWC
3rd: Danny Avila - YSD

MEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT

1st: Mariana Rivera - HON
2nd: Leah Mancillas - HON
3rd: Xana Rodrigues - HON

WOMEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT

1st: Kellyann Ball - YSD
2nd: Christina 

Griffin-Jones - HON
3rd: Este Webster - DCS

WOMEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT

1st: Gilberto Delatorre - YSD
2nd: Edobor Konyeha - RAI
3rd: Angel Delatorre - YSD

MEN'S OPEN

1st: Kellyann Ball - YSD
2nd: Este Webster - DCS

3rd: Mariana Rivera - HON

WOMEN'S OPEN

STREAMING COMMENTATORS
MATT AND SABRINA

HONU SUMO'S
 CHRISTINA, MENGKIN, AND JJ

Photos via Honu Sumo Club

Just two weeks after the METT was the first ever SoCal Open, hosted by Honu Sumo Club of San
Diego, CA. Club leaders JJ Jones and Christina Griffin-Jones were joined by their teammate  and
co-founder Mengkin Ragan, returning to the states from his new residence in Japan. Honu has a
trophy case full of sumo medals and experience representing the US in international sumo, and
they can now finally add Tournament Host to their list of accolades. 

The star of the men's divisions was undoubtedly Gilberto Delatorre of Yamamoto Sumo Dojo.
Just like the Consulate's Cup last Fall, Gilberto took home two gold medals and zero losses,
setting him up as one of the top names to watch going into Nationals. It didn't come easy
though: one of Gil's wildest matches of the day was an epic three minute clash with his younger
brother Angel in the openweight semifinals.

The Open also featured the return of multiple-time national medalist Patrick Chavis, who took
gold in light heavyweight, the first win for Orange County Sumo Club. Edobor Konyeha of North
Carolina's Raijin Sumo continued his impressive run that started last Fall at the Consulate's Cup,
reaching the podium in each of the three weight classes he competed in, winning  first place at
middleweight. The lightweight field was a strong one, including Konyeha, Dark Circle's Justin
Kizzart, and 2-time defending national champ Joe Ponsetto, who took the win over his rivals. 

Another standout was Honu's Ragan, who made sure to get his money's worth out of his trip to
San Diego. Ragan competed in every single weight class, lightweight thru heavyweight and
topping it off with openweight. Ragan will take a middleweight silver back to Japan with him. 

Just like her Yamamoto Dojo teammate Gilberto, one wrestler ruled over the women's divisions:
American Sumo 2022 Wrestler of the Year Kellyann Ball. Going undefeated at both heavy- and
openweight, Ball took wins over veterans Este Webster and Griffin-Jones on her way to two gold
medals. Honu Sumo was also represented by four lightweights competing in sumo for the first
time. Most successful was Mariana Rivera, who took gold in lightweight and bronze in open.

The SoCal Open was the fourth event in just the last six months to feature youth divisions. Check
out the beginning of the event for footage of the next generation of sumo in Southern California
(children's names omitted for privacy). Youth sumo seems to be hitting its stride in the US. The
next step is crowning national champions next month in Orlando.

Also of note is that the SoCal Open was the first sumo event to be hosted on Smoothcomp, a
wrestling and jiu-jitsu program that appears to be a good fit for running sumo brackets.
Nationals will also use this program, so reach out to the organizers if you are running a
tournament and would like advice on how this tool can help you with your brackets.

Special thanks also go out to On Track Wellness, who provided a youth karate demo at the start
of the show, to Sumo Dan Kalbfleisch, the event's gyoji and head judge, and to Matt and Sabrina
of the Sumo Punx for their streaming commentary. Find Sumo Punx on Twitter, Instagram, and
podcast apps for more sumo coverage. The full SoCal Open can be streamed on the Maximum
Effort Studios YouTube channel.
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HATSU BASHO
November  13-27 2022
Fukuoka JAPAN

By Ryan
Smithman

For a second consecutive basho, we were left to watch a field of
rikishi compete for the Emperor’s Cup without the best active
wrestler. Yokozuna Terunofuji was sidelined for a 2nd consecutive
basho to further heal from recent knee surgery. The lone Ozeki in
the field, Takakeisho, took the opportunity to prove that he belongs
on the same tier as Terunofuji as he took home his third career
Yusho victory, his first since November 2020. There was a lot of
pressure on Takakeisho coming into the tournament. His 12-3
playoff loss last basho was considered a Yusho equivalent and if he
had an impressive Yusho victory in January he would be considered
for a promotion to sumo’s highest rank. Ultimately a 12-3 record was
not deemed impressive enough for promotion this time. Things
started off strong for Takakeisho as he completed the first 10 days of
the basho with a 9-1 record, but on days 11 and 12 he would lose
back-to-back matches against Kotonowaka and Kiribayama.
Takakeisho reportedly injured his neck against the former, an injury
that he battled through for the remainder of the basho. After these
two losses we were primed to see a 4th consecutive yusho won by a
Maegashira, as Onosho, ranked Maegashira 8, was the sole leader
with a 10-2 record. But Takakeisho took Onosho out on day 13 to
match his record and after another win on day 14 Takakeisho was
tied for the lead with Maegashira 13 Kotoshoho. This set up a winner
takes all match up between Takakeisho and Kotoshoho on day 15
that Takakeisho won decisively with an uncharacteristic kimarite.
Takakeisho, who typically relies solely on push outs or push downs,
won with a Sukuinage (beltless arm throw) for only the fifth time in
his career. This sets Takakeisho up for a possible career defining
basho in March as a second consecutive Yusho would all but wrap
up his promotion to the Yokozuna rank.

Despite failing to win the Yusho, Kotoshoho had his best career Yusho with the most wins he has had in a basho (11), his first
career Jun Yusho, and his first career special prize as he took home the Kanto Sho (fighting spirit prize). But Kotoshoho
wasn’t the only Jun Yusho winner this basho: Kiribayama overcame a 5-4 start to win his final 6 matchups, including one over
Yusho winner Takakeisho, to get to 11 wins and earn his first career Jun Yusho and 2nd career special prize, as he was
awarded the Gino-Sho (technique prize). With his 11 wins Kiribayama is likely to force his way into the Sekiwake rank for the
first time in his career.
This basho was unique in that it had 4 rikishi at the rank of Sekiwake, and each one of them had a case to be promoted to
Ozeki if they had a strong basho. Unfortunately none of the 4 rikishi were able to meet the Ozeki standard in January.
Wakatakakage came in with 19 wins over the past two basho and an impressive streak of being Sekiwake East for 6
consecutive basho. To realistically reach the rank of Ozeki Wakatakakage would have needed to win 13 matches, but he fell
short of this goal by only notching 9 wins. 5 of his 6 losses came against Maegashira; a disappointing performance for the
Ozeki hopeful.
Hoshoryu was in a similar situation as Wakatakakage and started the basho with a 6-2 record
before injuring his ankle in his day 9 loss. He would go kyujo on day 10, but returned on day 11
to try to pull out 2 wins in the final 5 days to maintain his Sekiwake rank. He was able to do so,
but only just by a hair as his day 15 matchup came down to a mono-ii to reverse the gyoji’s call
of a Hoshoryu loss due to a hair pull by his opponent Onosho. This basho will also go down in
history as the basho that set the record with the number of Hansoku (hair pull) losses that
occurred in the top division with a total of 3 occurring during the 15 days. 
Takayasu also could not continue his hot streak as he lost 4 of his first 5 matches and went
kyujo on day 6. While Wakatakakage and Hoshoryu are still in prime position to make the leap
to Ozeki, Takayasu will fall to the Mid-Maegashira ranks and have to battle back into the
san’yaku ranks all over again.

The final Sekiwake with Ozeki hopes was former Ozeki Shodai, who had just been demoted
after 2 years at the rank. Similar to Mitakeumi in the previous basho, Shodai needed to simply
reach 10 wins and he would be promoted back to the Ozeki rank. There was never any hope
for Shodai to regain his rank this basho. He finished the first 8 days with a 2-6 record, ensuring
that he had lost his chance to regain his rank. It looked like Shodai was a new man in the
following days, however. Freed from the burden of regaining Ozeki, he won his next 4
matches to even his record at 6-6. But Shodai was unable to keep up that pace and lost his
final 3 matches. Just like Mitakeumi the basho before him, Shodai will not only lose his rank of
Ozeki, but he will drop completely out of the san’yaku ranks for the March basho.

There were 2 newcomers to the san’yaku ranks this basho. Kotonowaka and Wakamotoharu
were able to get 8 and 9 wins respectively in their Komusubi debuts. There were many
disappointing performances by rikishi that performed well in November. The Kyushu Yusho
winner Abi got off to a hot start with a 5-0 record, but was unable to capture the magic he
had in November and finished with an 8-7 record. A rikishi that debuted in the top division in
July of last year and won 29 matches in his first three basho, Nishikifuji, was only able to
muster 4 wins as the level of his competition took a step up. And Oho, who was in the Yusho
race deep into the Kyushu basho, lost 11 of his first 12 bouts en route to a disappointing 4-11
record.
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Grab your opponent’s mawashi from the inside and pull in the direction of that grip. The technique works
best when you push with your outside arm and pull in the direction of your inside grip. Always maintain
your center of gravity lower than your opponent. 

STEP 1

KORNER BY TOM ZABEL
Oshidashi and Yorikiri normally make up over 50% of the wins in sumo. There are 82 officially recognized winning
techniques, but if you can master these two, you will have the basic skill to compete and win in sumo. 

If executed properly, your opponent will not be able to
defend himself in any way. Oshi (pushing) is the most basic
technique and is the secret to winning in sumo. Drop your
body and bury your head into your opponent’s chest
forming the shape of hazu (thumb on chest, remaining
fingers under armpit) and pushing him upward. 

STEP 1

YORIKIRI
YORITAOSHI

FORCE OUT/FORCE DOWN

“Yori” roughly translates to “belt” or in our case “mawashi”. “Kiri” is an “end”
or “conclusion”. “Taoshi” would be to “push/fall back”. 

Attack immediately after the tachiai (initial charge) with a
quick forward shuffle of your feet. 
Drive your opponent by dropping your hips and extending
your arms when your opponent is at the edge of the tawara.
In Oshidashi, your opponent will be driven out of the dohyo.
In Oshitaoshi, he/she will fall down onto the dohyo. 

STEP 2

STEP 3

OSHIDASHI
OSHITAOSHI

PUSH OUT/PUSH DOWN
“Oshi” is to “push”, and “dashi”, when used in

sumo terms, is “out” or “out of the dohyo”.
When “taoshi” is used in sumo terms it is to

“push/fall back onto the dohyo”. Thus
Oshidashi is a “push out” and Oshitaoshi is a

“push down”. 
In both, the attacker pushes his opponent

without gripping the mawashi. The
attacker must also maintain hand contact

at all times.

Drive your opponent backwards while maintaining a grip on your
opponent's mawashi at all times. In Yorikiri. you force your opponent out
of the dohyo. In Yoritoashi, they collapse or falls under the force of the
attack.

Pull your opponent into you by gripping his mawashi and raising your opponent’s hip. This allows you to
keep your center of gravity lower than his.

If you are powerful enough to heave your opponent out of the dohyo that is as effective as driving your
opponent back and out of (Yorikiri) or onto (Yoritaoshi) the dohyo. 

STEP 2

STEP 3
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SONKYO
SUMO ESSENTIALS WITH TOM ZABEL

With your feet shoulder width apart in a
natural standing position, squat with
knees apart, keep balance by stretching
knees apart as far as they can go.

Drop hips deep, buttock should rest on
heels.

Thrust out chest, throw back and relax
the shoulders.

Place hands on each knee in a soft fist, or
palms facing down.

FIGURE 1

In this section we will discuss basic fundamental
movements, positions, and postures. These are

key to your sumo training and ability to perform
well during your matches.

Sonkyo (squatting) is a form of greeting or
salute. It is also a rest or meditation position.

Rikishi take this position at the beginning of a
match while performing chirichozu, part of
showing formal respect and giving salute to
your opponent. (Note: You must always start
and end a sumo match paying respect to your
opponent, either through some form of salute:
sonkyo, chirichozu, bow, etc., whether you are
the winner or loser.)

One also is in this position just before the
tachiai, for the rikishi to prepare for the
match; and the winning wrestler will also take
this position to acknowledge and/or accept
his/her win.

This position is also used for meditation,
reflection, and contemplation during or at the
end of keiko.

Drop and pull in jaw naturally.

Look straight ahead.

Back should remain upright and straight.

Do not lean forward with upper body.

Create your center in the lower abdomen.

FIGURE 2
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                                                                           was when I was really
young. I have been obsessed with Japanese culture since I
was four and our house had relics from my parents' days in
the Navy. Little jade statues, soaps carved into simple geisha
dolls, and a felt flag with Mt. Fuji on it were just a few of the
souvenirs that decorated our house in California. Sumo was
just another piece of that obsession. It wasn't until I was older
that I really followed it. The internet and youtube made it far
more accessible to foreign fans.The first amateur Sumo event
I ever attended was the 2022 World Games with my niece. It
had popped up on my Facebook feed after looking up some
Sumo groups online. We had just finished watching Hinomaru
Sumo and my niece became obsessed with the characters
and, at the time, my son Ben just thought we were two goofy
girls going on a trip. It was a spectacle and we were hooked.
We watched any event that streamed, since we weren’t able
to go to most of them. Then Beer City happened. 

We attended on a whim. My son had watched some events
with me and always asked the same thing: Do you think I
would be good at that? My response usually was about the
same: If you decide you want to try it, then I will take you to
an event. About a week before, I was complaining to a
coworker about wanting to go, but it was a 12 hour drive. I
couldn't decide if I could drive that much on a long weekend.
She basically bullied me into going.

Lots of “if you don't, you'll regret it, it would be an awesome
experience,” and “I don't want to hear you gripe about it at
work anymore.” So within an hour on that Tuesday, I had
checked the routes, called my dad, made sure we had a
halfway point that we could stay at, had the hotel booked,
and I had gotten that Monday off from work. When I told Ben
about this, he wasn't the happiest of campers. My son was not
a traveler, even though his Mama would like to go
everywhere. He just thought it was another one of those weird
things that Mom wanted to go do. Like any 12 year old, he was
stuck no matter what.

So Friday afternoon after I got off work and the kid got out of
school, we drove up to my dad's. Got in bed and slept for a
few hours. Got up at 5:00 AM, and drove the rest of the way to
Michigan. We got there just in time. We found seats. Found
Matt from Chicago. 

And then the bouts started.

My son watched it like it was a live film.He watched how one
little change could win a match. How positioning mattered.
How feet mattered. He watched with vested interest. The
hyper focus I hadn't seen since he watched football players
when he was little. And then intermission happened. They
asked if anybody wanted to participate. I told him we were
here, that he could go try if he wanted. There was some
hesitation. I think it was mainly from a place of “I don't know
what I'm doing, What if I fail? What if I'm not good enough?” 

But he got in the ring with Darius. And pushed. As hard as he
could. 

Now we know that Darius gave him that first match, because
the second one—when he picked Ben up and carried him out—
was hilarious. But he decided after that first match, he
wanted to conquer giants. So we stayed for the rest of the
day. He watched some matches. He decided that he wanted
to come back the next day. That he wanted to suit up. That he
wanted to learn. My scrawny little 12 year old decided that
sumo was going to be his extra thing that was just his. He
talked to everybody and they all just accepted him and
wanted to know if he would keep going. I don't think anyone
realizes what you can really do by just talking to the kids. By
letting them participate. He told me later he felt amazing,
that all the guys wanted to help him. It's the same line every
time: "I wish I would have found Sumo when I was your age."
It’s still something constantly said. Day two and he may have
lost a lot, but he learned. Thank you guys for taking care of
him. 

On that drive home we came up with our club—he more than
I. This is Ben's club. I'm just an admin. A lot of people think it's
my club, but it's not. He's the one who wants to carry it. He
wants to get as many people into sumo as possible. He wants
to throw everybody and kick all the butts, because for
him,although it's a group sport, it is not a team sport. That's
what he was lacking in school sports. What I mean is
although you do sumo in groups, it is an individual's
performance that is most important. You do not have to rely
on others to make sure that your performance is amazing.
That's one of the things he'd been missing. He's always been
underestimated. So he's never had the best positions on the
football team. He's never had the best spots on the basketball
team. He's the pinch guy. He's the “if we're screwed then put
him in” guy. He will do anything and everything he can to
save it. So with sumo, he doesn't have to do that. He doesn't
have to be under all the pressure to fix it when he wasn’t the
one that caused it. Sumo really is about putting yourself out
there, doing your absolute best, and letting the results speak
for itself.

So when we settled in at home I knew I needed to get him
teachers. I could only do so much as a spectator. We got Tom
Zabel's book and it's been amazing to have as a guide, but
until you have someone who has physically done it, there will
always be a gap. That's one of the things that was so
important in the beginning, and even now. So we scoured for
events, for demos, looking for anyone who is at least close
enough for overnight visits so that he can get some training.

I don't care if he dominates the sport. I care that he has a
support system to learn and grow from. I care that when we
have events, that he sees people he knows that he can ask
questions of. That can help him with his techniques.  That will
just talk to him about anything and everything. I hear it very
often: “I wish I had gotten into the sport when I was your age.” 

I hope that as we continue to be in sumo, that as we go
everywhere, that people continue to say that and treat him
like their 13 year old self if they found the sport. This fan will
continue to travel as much as she can to see sumo. Demos,
practice, events and everything in between. Blast it on every
platform available. Hopefully Ben will continue to be in tow
and as we go, we meet more people and he continues to find
his community. His group of people. What I ask is, as his
mom, support him, teach him cool shit, continue to be
amazing to him! I appreciate all of you for accepting him into
the sumo fold. 

SUMO FAN TO
SUMO MOM

BY K. PIERCE

My first memory of Sumo



ACTIVE CLUBS

dallassumo
club.org

SAN ANTONIO TXSAN ANTONIO TX
mightyeaglesumo.commightyeaglesumo.com

Grand Rapids MI
gabrielunick@gmail.com

IRONWAVESUMO
@GMAIL.COM

& 850-774-4798

 PANAMA CITY BEACH
& ORLANDO, FL

irongoatsumo@gmail.com
SPOKANE VALLEY, WA

Santa Rosa Beach, FL 
roninsumo@gmail.com 

850-629-9074 

roninsumo

douransumo@gmail.com

HOUSTON, TX

SEATTLE, WA

CINCINNATI, OH
ohayosumo@gmail.com DAYTON, OH
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YOUR CLUB NOT HERE? CONTACT THE EDITORS TO GET ON OUR LIST!

Austin, TX
darkcirclesumo.com

Lemoore CA



ELIZABETHTON, TN

SALT LAKE
CITY, UT

209-324-0707
@saltcitysumo

MORE CLUBS

antiochsumo

UPCOMING EVENTS
NASHVILLE, TN

@tnsumo22
tnsumo22@gmail.com

LOOKING TO
ADVERTISE YOUR
BUSINESS, EVENT,
OR SUMO CLUB?
CONTACT US AT

GRANDSUMO
BREAKDOWN
@GMAIL.COM

Advertising sanctioned
events and clubs will

always be free and will
only be done with direct

permission of the
organizer. Contact us if

you'd like your info
included or if you need

help finding somewhere
to try sumo!

USSF SANCTION #10691

shawnejackson@comcast.net
856-433-4996

Visit sumo411.com
 for more events!
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USSF SANCTION #10796
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COMING UP IN
OUR NEXT ISSUE:

Club abbreviations
used in this issue:

ABR:

DAL

DCS

HON

IMS

IWS

IWC

MES

OCS

RAI

SCS

SHO

IND

Club Name:

Dallas Sumo Club

Dark Circle Sumo

Honu Sumo

Iron Mountain Sumo

Iron Wave Sumo

Iron Wave Colorado

Mighty Eagle Sumo

Orange County Sumo

Raijin Sumo

Salt City Sumo

Shogeki 

Independent/Unaffiliated

Out of:

Dallas , TX

Austin, TX

San Diego, CA

Elizabethton, TN

Orlando, FL

Denver, CO

San Antonio, TX

Orange County, CA

Raleigh, NC

Salt Lake City, UT

Houston, TX

Tournament Coverage:
3/11/23 US National Tournament and
North American Sumo Championship
3/25/23 Kuma Bash Youth Tournament
Haru honbasho

Previews and Spotlights
4/29/23 Dallas Sumo's Rollertown
Showdown
5/20/23 US Open

Justin Kizzart &
Edobor Konyeha
at the Socal Open

Photo via Honu Sumo


